
 

2024: A bright outlook with stability

2023 marked a significant shift in Amazon’s strategic approach. Long known for its expansive e-commerce platform,
Amazon pivoted to concentrate more on brand owners and explore areas like Amazon for Business. This change
manifested in making brand registry mandatory for all vendor programmes and phasing out non-brand owners from vendor
roles. This shift from merely growing its e-commerce presence to securing supplier relationships, enhancing profitability,
and diversifying into areas like DSP advertising and Amazon Business indicates a mature, strategic direction for the e-
commerce giant.

2023: A year of challenges and resilience

The first half of 2023 was challenging for the global business sector, including Amazon. The lingering effects of the Covid-
19 pandemic, particularly China’s slow departure from their Zero Covid Policy, the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, and
persistent inflation cast a shadow on business confidence. Amazon’s new introduction of policies and algorithm adjustments
further pressured medium and smaller brands, tightening their already slim margins.

However, the latter half of 2023 painted a different picture. It signalled a recovery and renewed confidence. Recognising
the changing landscape, brands began investing more robustly in their channels, preparing for the traditionally strong fourth
quarter. This period also saw brands adapting to Amazon’s revised ecosystems, yielding improved sales metrics. Consumer
spending saw an uptick during this phase, adding to signs of recovery.

2024 predictions: A bright outlook with stability

Looking ahead to 2024, a positive economic outlook is forecasted if there are no major escalations in global conflicts and
inflation stabilises. Brands that invest in visibility and adapt to market demands are expected to thrive, particularly in retail.
RT7 Digital, in particular, plans to leverage this environment for growth by targeting larger brands and expanding into new
markets like the USA.

2024 outlook: Expanding horizons
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For 2024, Amazon is poised for growth in e-commerce and cloud computing. Key focus areas include international
expansion, technological advancements in AI and logistics, and navigating the complex regulatory environment.

Amazon’s unstoppable momentum

Throughout 2023, Amazon’s strategic adaptations and bold innovations reinforced its market share in various sectors. For
sellers, vendors and consumers, this dynamic marketplace demands agility and informed decision making. The 2024
outlook for Amazon is optimistic, with the charge in shaping the future of e-commerce and cloud computing.

Conclusion

Amazon’s journey in 2023 highlighted its ability to adapt and innovate. Its strategic shift towards brand prioritising, coupled
with a recovery in the latter half of the year, set the stage for a promising 2024. With a focus on expanding its e-commerce
and cloud computing segments, Amazon is well positioned to continue its growth trajectory leveraging its global presence,
technological advancement and strategic market insights. The company’s commitment to ethical practices and
environmental sustainability will also play a key role in its ongoing success for Vendors and Sellers. As Amazon continues
to evolve, it remains a formidable force in the global market, poised to capitalise on emerging trends and new opportunities
in 2024.
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RT7 Digital

From managing our own brands on Amazon, we have grown into a global Amazon expert agency with
proven results across industry verticals, supported by our capable team of over 40 Amazon account
managers.
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